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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

February 2, 2023 

 

Crude oil prices appear to have based but so far have failed to break above resistance at around 

$80-$82 per barrel.   

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

Crude oil inventories rose 4.1 mb compared to a 1.0 mb draw forecast.  The SPR was unchanged.   
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In the details, U.S. crude oil production was unchanged at 12.2 mbpd.  Exports fell 1.2 mbpd, 

while imports rose 1.4 mbpd.  Refining activity declined 0.4% to 85.7% of capacity.   

Weekly Energy Update 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and  

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 
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(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  Last week’s increase was 

contra-seasonal.  Generally, we expect this year to follow last year, meaning that the usual rise in 

inventories isn’t likely. 
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Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories.  For the next few months, we 

expect the SPR level to remain steady, so changes in total stockpiles will be driven solely by 

commercial adjustments.   
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Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2001.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $107.01.  

 

Market News: 

• BP (BP, $36.31), has released its annual energy outlook.  The research indicates that peak 

demand for fossil fuels will occur by 2035 at the latest but could occur by 2030 if policy 

leans against carbon emissions.  There are a number of factors behind the expected peak, 

but one of the most overlooked areas is improved consumption efficiency.  Research such 

as this makes it more difficult to argue for aggressive investment into future production.   

• A normal response to supply shortages is hoarding since insecurity over supply leads 

consumers to build stockpiles to protect against future outages.  Paradoxically, this 

activity can cause its own supply problems as this stockpiling becomes a source of 

additional demand.  We note that there are periods when U.S. commercial crude oil 

inventories are positively correlated to price.  If inventory is simply a residual of supply 

and demand, then a positive correlation would not be expected.  On this note, the German 

natural gas inventory manager says it intends to maintain a “buffer,” which we suspect 

means keeping a higher level of inventory than it would otherwise maintain.  Also, the 

German government is considering a “strategic” natural gas reserve, which would be 

another source of demand.  We have postulated, for some time, that as American 

hegemony wanes, one of the consequences would be insecurity of commodity supply, 

which would boost prices.  These reports from Germany provide evidence of such 

activity. 

• The White House criticized Chevron (CVX, $187.30) for its decision to repurchase 

shares.  The administration would prefer the company expand production, but once an 

environment is created that calls for the replacement of fossil fuels, rewarding 

shareholders rather than boosting output is a rational outcome. 

• Whenever the price of an important commodity rises, politicians usually charge firms in 

those industries with “price gouging.”  Although further investigation rarely confirms that 

suspicion, it persists.  Recently, Italian PM Meloni criticized gas station owners by 

accusing them of price gouging.  In response, they held a one-day strike.  Although 

closures of stations are rare, this event does highlight the potential for unrest due to high 

oil prices. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bp+stock+quote&rlz=1C1GCEU_enUS1040US1040&oq=bp+stock+quote&aqs=chrome..69i57.2110j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/german-gas-tank-filler-targets-buffer-avoid-squeeze-next-winter-2023-01-31/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/germany-should-consider-strategic-gas-reserve-regulator-2023-01-31/
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-4e8601db-a05c-4206-b086-5637887ab499.html?chunk=1&utm_term=emshare#story1
https://www.ft.com/content/fe60488e-58bb-4cee-bdbb-c915e2155cd6?emailId=39ec5679-f8ed-41e8-a39d-f7856f61e742&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/fe60488e-58bb-4cee-bdbb-c915e2155cd6?emailId=39ec5679-f8ed-41e8-a39d-f7856f61e742&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/87031d91-e699-45d5-bda5-2af49a51ac19?emailId=e7c778b9-ae41-40a8-ad28-d0426beee471&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
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• One of the consequences of the war in Ukraine has been a restructuring of global oil 

flows.  We also note that the EU is placing a ban on Russian product imports on February 

5.  It is not obvious if the markets are ready for this action. 

• Local governments in China have exhausted their funds in the battle against COVID and 

now find they lack the resources to buy natural gas.   

• One of the side effects of fracking is earthquakes.  Although none of these earthquakes 

are of a high magnitude,1 they are enough to be felt and raise fears among homeowners 

that the quakes will trigger structural damage.  Tremors have been reported in Oklahoma 

and also now in Texas.  It is thought that the primary culprit is fracking wastewater.  

Sand, water, and other chemicals are injected into the ground when a well is fracked.  

The water usually surfaces and needs to be disposed of, and a cheap solution is to reinject 

it into the depleted well.  The water is thought to act as a catalyst for these earthquakes.  

The solution is to force energy companies to dispose of the wastewater in another 

fashion, and although possible, changing the regulations would lift costs and eventually 

raise energy prices. 

o It should be noted that oil activity is said to be in a “boom” in Texas and New 

Mexico.  It is having ripple effects outside of the oil and gas industry by lifting 

salaries and employment in other sectors of the economy. 

• One of the bright spots for oil production is Guyana, which is expected to steadily boost 

production. 

• The Biden administration’s decision to aggressively sell oil out of the SPR has been 

controversial.  Although it is arguable that there are still ample supplies, as the previous 

chart showed, combining both the SPR and commercial stockpiles indicates that 

inventory levels have notably declined.  The House of Representatives has passed a bill 

that would limit the Department of Energy’s ability to tap the SPR. While it has no 

chance of passage, it does reflect the current level of concern.   

• Warm weather has not just lowered natural gas prices in Europe, but it has also taken 

U.S. prices below $3.00 per MMBTU.  Although inventory levels are rather close to their 

five-year average, we are in the period of the year with the strongest drawdowns, but 

because of mild temperatures, we actually saw a build in U.S. stocks.  Even if 

temperatures turn cold, it is likely we will begin the refill season in April with adequate 

stocks.  We do look for prices to recover in the spring and summer as LNG exports 

increase to ensure Europe has adequate supplies.   

o Despite low natural gas prices in Europe, ammonia producers on the continent 

have not responded with production increases.  Ammonia is a critical element in 

fertilizers.   

 

 

 

 

 
1 Californians would not be impressed. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-war-on-ukraine-changed-global-oil-trade-here-is-what-it-looks-like-now-11674740567?st=fyyh43e6w49epmu&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-war-on-ukraine-changed-global-oil-trade-here-is-what-it-looks-like-now-11674740567?st=fyyh43e6w49epmu&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/fd1e65ab-0b8e-415f-b92b-271d0c209a73
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/25/business/china-natural-gas-shortages.html?smid=url-share
https://www.oudaily.com/news/earthquakes-continue-to-decrease-in-oklahoma-for-third-straight-year/article_00cefc9c-467f-11e9-b984-2bebe425ee8e.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/28/us/texas-earthquakes-fracking.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/ce6d6cb3-d9bc-4571-b0a3-714f95599a10?emailId=4c2a0f98-4512-4654-ae5a-900e9e5ce380&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Guyanas-Oil-Industry-Is-In-For-A-Stellar-Year.html
https://geopoliticalfutures.com/guyanas-offshore-oil-boom/?tpa=OGMwMzBiMGI5NDE3NzRmNjFiN2RkYzE2NzUzNTIzMTkyZTZjNWM&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=https://geopoliticalfutures.com/guyanas-offshore-oil-boom/?tpa=OGMwMzBiMGI5NDE3NzRmNjFiN2RkYzE2NzUzNTIzMTkyZTZjNWM&utm_content&utm_campaign=PAID%20-%20Everything%20as%20its%20published
https://geopoliticalfutures.com/guyanas-offshore-oil-boom/?tpa=OGMwMzBiMGI5NDE3NzRmNjFiN2RkYzE2NzUzNTIzMTkyZTZjNWM&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=https://geopoliticalfutures.com/guyanas-offshore-oil-boom/?tpa=OGMwMzBiMGI5NDE3NzRmNjFiN2RkYzE2NzUzNTIzMTkyZTZjNWM&utm_content&utm_campaign=PAID%20-%20Everything%20as%20its%20published
https://www.rigzone.com/news/is_the_usa_strategic_petroleum_reserve_stock_dangerously_low-26-jan-2023-171864-article/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-house-backs-bill-limiting-drawdowns-oil-reserve-2023-01-27/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Natural-Gas/US-Natural-Gas-Prices-Crash-By-7.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Natural-Gas/US-Natural-Gas-Prices-Crash-By-7.html
https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/2414350-eu-ammonia-production-still-limited-as-gas-prices-fall
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Geopolitical News:  

• Over the weekend, Iran was hit with a series of aerial attacks.  Oil refineries and defense 

infrastructure were reportedly hit by drones.  The U.S. is suggesting that Israel was 

behind the widespread attacks, and apparently the U.S. was apprised of the operation.  

Iranian media reported that the damage was light, but the fact that the attacks occurred is 

notable for a few reasons.  First, Israel has been reluctant to support Ukraine due to 

relations with Moscow (Russia and Israel cooperate in Syria); however, Iran is supplying 

arms to Russia so by attacking its defense infrastructure Israel could both help Ukraine 

and attack an avowed enemy.  Second, Israel must believe that Iran has limited scope to 

retaliate, likely assuming that it probably can’t do much in response between the protests 

and a weak economy.  Third, although there isn’t evidence that the U.S. directly 

participated, Washington appears to have abandoned a return to the JCPOA and thus is 

working on other ways to contain Iran.  This cooperation may include the actions Israel 

took over the weekend.  Still, the attacks on Iran create conditions where the war in 

Ukraine could expand. 

o Israel also attacked an arms convoy that was crossing from Iraq into Syria. 

• Even with the lack of progress in Iran and the U.S.’s return to the JCPOA, diplomats 

haven’t completely cut off contact, mostly because they don’t perceive any other 

available options to restrain Iran’s nuclear program.   

o Despite this hope, there have been numerous reports recently that Iran has enough 

fissile material to make several nuclear weapons.   

o The EU is considering naming the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps as a 

supporter of terrorism.  Iran is threatening the EU if it adopts that position.   

• The U.S. has accused Iran of a “murder for hire” plot to assassinate an Iranian-American 

writer living in New York. 

• Iraq is dealing with increased currency smuggling, which has led to the Iraqi dinar’s 

depreciation.  It is suspected that Iran is using its allies in Iraq to acquire dollars and the 

drain is weakening the Iraqi currency.   

• Although Russia and China have publicly declared their strong alliance, in reality, the 

two nations don’t necessarily align in certain areas.  One of the more contentious areas is 

in central Asia.  Since these regions were formerly part of the Soviet Union, Russia tends 

to think of the “stans” as part of its sphere of influence.  However, China’s goal of 

building a Eurasian bloc, expressed by its “belt and road” project, means that China 

would like these nations to align with Beijing.  China has been using its economic heft to 

build relations, and we note that Russia is also making overtures to the stans by offering 

to sell natural gas in return for influence.  So far, the stans have been reluctant to fully 

sign on.  The central Asian nations are open to joint ventures but are reluctant to give 

Russia control of infrastructure.  

• The EU has agreed on a price cap for natural gas, while the Intercontinental Exchange is 

creating a parallel contract in London to match the TTF price in Amsterdam ostensibly to 

skirt the cap.   

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/28/middleeast/iran-fire-oil-refinery-intl-hnk
https://www.wsj.com/articles/iran-ammunition-factory-hit-by-blast-11674951968?st=s1pcwp83x4bkfpp&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/iran-ammunition-factory-hit-by-blast-11674951968?st=s1pcwp83x4bkfpp&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/29/world/middleeast/iran-drone-strike-israel.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/29/world/middleeast/iran-drone-strike-israel.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/israel-strikes-iran-amid-new-international-push-to-contain-tehran-11675004979?st=f5fj8x5zdjlodfn&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ynetnews.com/article/syecy1hno?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.wsj.com/articles/iran-ammunition-factory-hit-by-blast-11674951968?st=vax103kmt2m58y4&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/israel-strikes-iran-amid-new-international-push-to-contain-tehran-11675004979?st=9aip1er3hrktrhz&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.gzeromedia.com/israel-iran-and-the-metastasizing-war-in-ukraine
https://www.gzeromedia.com/israel-iran-and-the-metastasizing-war-in-ukraine
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/middle-east-stories/1675023210-air-strikes-target-weapons-convoy-crossing-from-iraq-to-syria-report?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=77765ca05d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_01_30_12_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-77765ca05d-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.ft.com/content/99a1ab77-a44d-418d-b5fa-24d9746b5f27
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/middleeast/iran-nuclear-weapons-iaea-chief-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/middleeast/iran-nuclear-weapons-iaea-chief-intl/index.html
https://www.foxnews.com/world/iran-can-fuel-several-atomic-bombs-un-nuclear-official
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/iran-europe-tensions-surge-amid-major-israel-us-military-drills
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-27/us-charges-three-in-iranian-murder-for-hire-targeting-journalist?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Ukraine+s+Fight+Against+Corruption&utm_campaign=Ukraine+s+Fight+Against+Corruption
https://amwaj.media/article/inside-story-dollar-crisis-shifts-winds-in-iraq-as-us-confronts-iran
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Natural-Gas/Is-Russia-Making-Any-Progress-In-Its-Central-Asia-Gas-Goals.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/ice-open-london-gas-hub-creating-route-around-eu-price-cap-2023-01-27/
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• As Venezuela begins to emerge from sanctions, it is attempting to normalize its trading 

relationships.  While under sanctions, it had used middlemen trading firms, likely for 

selling oil and to evade U.S. sanctions.  As conditions normalize, it is now demanding 

cash up front for exports in a sign that it is moving on from sanctions trading.   

 

Alternative Energy/Policy News: 

• Polls show that the German public now supports nuclear power.  Former Chancellor 

Merkel tried to phase out nuclear power after the Fukushima disaster, but high natural gas 

prices have changed public sentiment.  

• We are beginning to see price discounting of EVs.  Tesla (TSLA, $169.34) started the 

process, and now Ford (F, $12.94) is following suit.  Some of this action is due to rising 

inventories, especially at Tesla, but another factor is that the cars may simply be too 

expensive to compete against gasoline-fired vehicles. 

• China is considering banning the exports of its solar technology.  Since it dominates this 

industry, such an action would send up the cost of solar energy outside of China.   

• Researchers at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign have taken an abandoned oil 

well and turned it into a geothermal energy storage system.  The researchers injected 

120oF water into the well, and it maintained the temperature, suggesting that other 

abandoned wells could be repurposed for similar uses. 

• In response to U.S. subsidies in the Inflation Reduction Act, the EU is planning to use tax 

credits to offer European businesses support for green energy.   
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https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Venezuela-Demands-Prepayment-For-Its-Oil.html
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Venezuela-Demands-Prepayment-For-Its-Oil.html
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Nuclear-Power/In-Unexpected-Swing-Germanys-Public-Now-Favors-Nuclear-Power.html
https://www.axios.com/2023/01/16/tesla-price-cuts-elon-musk
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-a33363d9-0992-4f1f-ad7d-ad2483ea48a7.html?chunk=0&utm_term=emshare#story0
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-26/china-mulls-protecting-solar-tech-dominance-with-export-ban
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/researchers-successfully-turn-abandoned-oil-well-into-giant-geothermal-battery/ar-AA16QiQs?li=BBnb7Kz
https://techxplore.com/news/2023-01-geothermal-battery-repurposes-abandoned-oil.html
https://www.ft.com/content/53eb769b-6ce1-4f50-9703-f2463c465001?emailId=08ad0d91-27bf-42dd-b994-92748c80cac8&segmentId=13b7e341-ed02-2b53-e8c0-d9cb59be8b3b
https://www.ft.com/content/53eb769b-6ce1-4f50-9703-f2463c465001?emailId=08ad0d91-27bf-42dd-b994-92748c80cac8&segmentId=13b7e341-ed02-2b53-e8c0-d9cb59be8b3b

